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440 Series Shocks by Progressive 
Suspension
Every product line has a “best of the best” 
and the PSI 440 Series shocks are just that. 
We wrap our proven progressive rate spring 
around a state of the art damper and top it 
off with machined aluminum end caps. A top 
mount threaded preload adjuster allows for 
fine tuning with a simple twist of the cap and 
the 440 Series is available in 2 finishes and mul-
tiple spring rates as well as the ideal stock or 
lowered length for your bike. Limited lifetime 
warranty.

FLH/FLT Models  
Standard Spring Shocks 
Chrome 
680052 12" fits 80-08
680054 12" fits 09-13
680056 11.5" fits 80-05
680058 11.5" fits 06-13

Black 
680049 13" fits 80-12
680051 12.5" fits 80-12
680057 11.5" fits 80-05

FLH/FLT Models  
Heavy Duty Spring Shocks
Chrome
680062 12.5" fits 80-12
680064 12" fits 80-05
680066 12" fits 06-13
680068 11.5" fits 80-05
680070 11.5" fits 06-13

FXD/FXDWG Dyna Models
Standard Spring Shocks 
Black
680196 12.5" fits 91-14

944 Ultra Touring Series Shocks 
by Progressive Suspension
Specifically designed to deliver a comfort-
able ride at a 1” lowered stance. Built around 
Progressives newest Frequency Sensing 
Technology (FST) allows the shocks to sense 
the frequency of a bump and automatically 
adjust dampening for a superior ride. The Ultra 
Touring Shocks utilize all the suspension travel 
provided by these 13” eye to eye units but 
provide a 1” lowered ride height with the use 
of a Progressive rate main spring specifically 
designed for Touring models. The unique Ultra 
Touring spring combination not only delivers a 
lowered ride height while it’s being ridden, but 
also while it’s on the kickstand.  These shocks 
are High Pressure gas charged for consistent 
performance and come in a gloss black finish.
690181 944 Ultra Touring Shocks heavy duty 

for all Touring models from 80-Up
690196 944 Ultra Touring shock standard for 

Touring models 80-Up

444 Series Shocks by Progressive 
Suspension
After more than a decade of ruling the roads 
with their road proven 440 Series shocks, 
they’ve unveiled another breakthrough design. 
Dubbed Frequency Sensing Technology (FST) 
for its unique ability to dynamically adjust 
damping as you ride. The result is superior 
performance no matter the road conditions. A 
top mount threaded preload adjuster allows 
for fine tuning with a simple twist of the cap. 
Limited lifetime warranty & made in the USA.

FXD/FXDWG Dyna Models
Standard Spring Shocks
Chrome
690132 12.5“ fits 91-Up
690146 11.5“ fits 91-Up
690130 12“ fits 91-Up

Black
690131 12.5“ fits 91-Up
690129 12“ fits 91-Up
690145 11.5“ fits 91-Up

412 Cruise Series Shocks by Progressive Suspension
The 412 Cruise is the perfect balance of lowered stance and ride quality. 
By combining a flat-wire spring with a progressive main spring the 12.5” 
shock sits like 11.5” units under the weight of the bike, yet utilize the 
full stroke as terrain demands it. The result is a lowered shock that rides 
like a traditional height unit.                                                                                                                                      
•	 Five	position	preload	adjuster
•	 Gas	charged	damper
•	 Fits	77-13	Sportster	applications
•	 Black	or	chrome	main	spring 
690246 412 Cruise shocks black 77-Up XL
690247 412 Cruise shocks chrome 77-Up XL


